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Abstract—The discovery of web documents about certain topics is an important task for web-based applications including web document retrieval, opinion mining and knowledge extraction. In this paper, we propose an agent-based focused crawling framework able to retrieve topic- and genre-related web documents. Starting from a simple topic query, a set of focused crawler agents explore in parallel topic-specific web paths using dynamic seed URLs that belong to certain web genres and are collected from web search engines. The agents make use of an internal mechanism that weighs topic and genre relevance scores of unvisited web pages. They are able to adapt to the properties of a given topic by modifying their internal knowledge during search, handle ambiguous queries, ignore irrelevant pages with respect to the topic and retrieve collaboratively topic-relevant web pages. We performed an experimental study to evaluate the behavior of the agents for a variety of topic queries demonstrating the benefits and the capabilities of our framework.

Index Terms—web document discovery, focused crawling, genre-aware crawling, utility-based agents, link analysis

I. INTRODUCTION

The retrieval of relevant documents to a given topic is a problem that needs to be addressed nowadays taking into account the vast amount of web sources. Web search engines are able to retrieve a set of relevant documents based on a specific query. However, a number of top URLs returned as a result may contain irrelevant documents regarding the topic and some of the documents that a user is seeking are possibly hidden inside the domains of these URLs. A common thing one can do is to redefine their query in order to retrieve more specific results that they are interested in, or to follow the links starting from some of the top URLs returned.

Trying to solve the above problem automatically, there is a number of possible solutions. For example, a system that collects all the URLs from a general web search engine for a given topic and performs Breadth First Search (BFS) until it retrieves additional related documents. This method is costly because the search space increases exponentially in each of the level of the search depth, and cannot scale easily. Instead of performing a BFS, a system could retrieve additional documents by using the APIs of the major web search engines and by searching on the already indexed documents per domain. However, using APIs involves some shortcomings such as the usage and query limitations, but most importantly they rely completely on third-party entities.

A more efficient solution can be obtained by using focused crawling techniques i.e. targeting the search from the seed URLs to pages containing a given topic. Since, a single thread performing this task might be inefficient, it is common to apply distributed methods to achieve more efficiency. However, in such environment the knowledge is common for all threads and leads to a single relevant path in the Web. Thus, the retrieved pages rely mostly in the initial seed URLs which will guide the crawler towards the most relevant sub space of the Web given that prior information. Exploiting different relevant paths from subsets of the initial seed URLs for a given topic has not been examined thoroughly in the literature. Moreover, to our knowledge there is no related study that adapts dynamically to the topic, handles topic ambiguities and balances between topic and genre scores.

In our effort, we tackle the problem of web document retrieval in an automated and real-time manner using a cost-effective approach. The proposed framework consists of utility-based agents that start from a set of initial seed URLs and perform focused crawling in order to retrieve relevant documents for a given topic. The agents are able to adapt to the topic by using an internal weighting mechanism which combines topic and genre relevance scores of visited web pages. Each agent has a priority mechanism that defines the next crawling step during search and ignores low scored web pages based on time tokens. In addition, the agents are able to handle ambiguous queries using a simple approach based on a specification of irrelevant context keywords. The proposed framework can be used for a variety of topics, web genres and applications such as web document retrieval, opinion mining and knowledge extraction.

The contribution of the present paper is three-fold. Firstly, we present an agent-based focused crawling framework that achieves great parallelism and can be applied to a variety of web-oriented applications. Secondly, we propose a weighting mechanism for handling topic and genre relevance scores for the retrieval of web documents and thirdly we...
introduce an approach for dynamic adaptation to the topic that is based on the Topic Specific Weight Table described in [5].

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we present the related work on the field of focused crawling and web document retrieval. In Section III we describe the architecture of the proposed framework and the mechanisms used by the utility-based agents. Finally, in Sections IV, V we provide our experimental study and in Section VI we conclude the paper by highlighting some future work directions.

II. RELATED WORK

Numerous techniques for determining the importance of unvisited URLs with respect to a query exist in the literature. Many of them exploit textual information, link structure or even both. Fish Search [7] and Shark Search [11] were some of the earliest algorithms for crawling pages based on a query. The Fish Search algorithm is query driven; starting from a set of seed pages and it considers only those pages that have content matching a given query and their neighborhoods. Shark Search is a modification of Fish Search which differs in two ways: a child inherits a discounted value of the score of its parent, and this score is combined with a value based on the anchor text that occurs around the link in the web page.

A subsequent approach was introduced in [3]. They presented a naïve Bayes classifier to calculate a topic-relevance score for a fetched page and then used this as a ranking score of the unfetched child pages. In [14], the authors proposed a naïve Best-First crawler which calculates the cosine similarity of a crawled page to a topic or a query in order to evaluate the gain of following the links discovered on that page. In [1] an intelligent crawler able to learn its way to the topic was proposed. This method combines page content, URL string information, sibling pages and statistics about relevant pages in order to assign a priority value to candidate pages. An alternative method was presented in [10]. The authors used a complex knowledge representation method to semantically associate the documents. All terms that are conceptually similar to the terms of the topic are retrieved from an ontology. A similar ontology-based focused crawler but serving in the domain of transport services is discussed in [9].

Diligenti et al. [8] introduced the concept of context graph which is a learning-based approach that uses a mixture of both content measures and backward crawling. Another learning-based approach, which uses a genetic algorithm to compute the ranking score for a page, taking into account text and link characteristics of the fetched pages, is presented in Johnson et al. [13]. A focused crawler approach that uses reinforcement learning where the crawler is trained off-line using a collection of pre-fetched documents and hyperlinks, is proposed in Rennie et al. [17].

Regarding to link analysis, some of the recent examples are [15], [4] which exploit information extracted from link analysis based on URL score, anchor score and relevance score. Other approaches are based on page rank value. Examples of this approach are presented in [20], based on To-page rank value, and in [19], based on T page rank. Others are based on meta search and content block partition, as in [18]. Jamali et al. [12] used a combination of link structure of the fetched pages and the content similarity of a document to a certain domain. This mixture of link structure and content is used to compute a ranking score for the candidate unfetched pages. Other approaches include a rule based focused crawler [2].

Another interesting approach that benefits from the best answers returned by a Web search engine is discussed in [16]. Specific information from a set of documents is used to query a Web search engine. The top $n$ results returned from the search engine are used to train a classifier that is used to guide the crawlers. A more recent approach by Hati et al. [5] (2010) calculates the url score based on its anchor text relevancy, its description from Google relevancy, the cohesive text similarity with topic keywords and the relevancy of its parent pages. The relevancy score is calculated on the vector space model. In [2] the authors proposed an architecture using multiple agents for cooperative information gathering. Assis et al. (2009) [6] proposed a genre-based crawling approach. It exploits not only content-related information but also genre information present in pages to guide the crawling process.

In our effort, we integrated link (similar to [5]) and genre (similar to [6]) analysis in a unified agent framework. Our contribution to the link analysis method described in [5] is the topic disambiguation, the online TSWT calculation, the dynamic expansion of TSWT during search, independency from Google’s description and expiration of low prioritized URLs based on time tokens (see Section III).

III. THE PROPOSED FRAMEWORK

The architecture of the proposed framework is depicted in Figure 1. The initial coordination of the agents is performed by the Manager, which is based on a set of starting parameters (number of agents, number of seed URLs, number of concurrent requests, categories of web pages i.e. genres, query), it collects the seed URLs from the Seeding Module and distributes them to a set of focused crawler agents. The seed URLs are collected dynamically from the major web search engines (Google, Bing, Yahoo) and belong to specific genres (Web, News, Discussions, Blogs)
A Focused Crawler Agent (FCA) in our framework could be defined as a utility-based agent i.e. an autonomous entity which observes the environment (the visited pages and the unknown URLs it discovers) and directs its activity (prioritizes URLs to increase the possibility to find and be directed towards relevant URLs), in order to achieve a specific goal (retrieve only relevant URLs for a specific topic during its activity period\(^1\)). It also uses existing knowledge (TF-IDF in vector space, relationship between pages and other metrics) and previous experience in order to achieve its goal (see Section 3-A1, 3-A2). The internal memory of the agent can be accessed by an internal Priority Mechanism (see Fig 1) that is responsible for deciding on the next action of the agent.

The FCAs upon initialization are registered to a Directory Service (DS) in the database where they store the relevant URLs they collect during their search. In addition, using their Priority Mechanism they send requests to the Scheduler which uses an ordered stack for each agent and it is responsible for filtering already visited pages and forwarding asynchronous download requests to the Downloader. The Downloader requests the pages from the Web and returns the responses asynchronously to the target agent’s page processing function.

![Diagram](image)

Figure 2 demonstrates the different paths that the agents follow and their internal priority stack. In the beginning, the FCA requests to download the initial seed URLs that are received upon initialization. For each URL response, it extracts the child URLs inside the page and uses its Internal Weight Mechanism in order to weigh the unvisited URLs and assign them a priority. When the priority is assigned, the URL is inserted in its internal ordered priority stack. The next step is selected by the top \(r\) priority URLs using the Priority Mechanism. Therefore, each FCA can handle \(r\) concurrent requests accelerating the discovery of web pages. The top \(r\) URLs are formed as a request packet and are sent to the Scheduler. The responses come asynchronously (see Fig. 1) and the agent continues prioritizing and picking the next top URLs to follow.

At the processing stage of a web page, a simple topic disambiguation is applied for queries which have ambiguous meaning; all the URL responses that contain irrelevant context keywords regarding the topic are ignored as well as their child URLs. The disambiguation is based on a predefined specification of irrelevant contexts. Despite the simplicity of this method, the irrelevant pages are reduced significantly and the system functionality is satisfied.

A. Internal Weight Mechanism

The Internal Weight Mechanism combines topic and genre relevance scores of unvisited web pages which are calculated by using TF-IDF metrics, relations between URLs and information about each of the crawled pages from the previous experience of a FCA. Below, we describe the metrics used and the final calculation of the link score.

1) TF-IDF Measure in Vector Space Model: Starting with a set of \(d\) documents and a set of \(t\) terms; the vector-space model treats each document as a vector \(v\) in the \(t\)-dimensional space \(R_t\). Let the term frequency be the number of occurrences of term \(t_i\) in the document \(d_j\) i.e \(TF_{i,j}\). The weighted term frequency \(TFW_{i,j}\) measures the association of a term \(t_i\) with respect to the given document \(d_j\):

\[
TFW_{i,j} = \begin{cases} 
0 & \text{if } TF_{i,j} = 0 \\
1 + \log (1 + \log (TF_{i,j})) & \text{otherwise}
\end{cases}
\]

Finally, TFW from Formula 1 and inverse document frequency (IDF) are combined together, which forms the TF-IDF measure of term \(t_i\) in a specific document \(d_j\).

\[TF-IDF(d_j, t_i) = TFW_{d_j, t_i} \times IDF_i\]

The overall weight \(w_{t_i}\) of a term \(t_i\) in the collection of documents \(d\) is calculated by the formula:

\[w_{t_i} = \sum_{i=1}^{j} (TF-IDF(d_j, t_i)) = \sum_{i=1}^{j} (TFW_{d_j, t_i} \times IDF_i)\]

and the normalized weight \(W_{t_i}\) is calculated by the formula:

\[W_{t_i} = \frac{w_{t_i}}{w_{max}}\]

where \(w_{max}\) is the max weight of a term in the set of terms \(t\). The FCA keeps in its internal knowledge the weights \(W_{t_i}\) for each term \(t_i\) that it finds during its search. The collection of documents \(d\) along with the set of terms \(t\) are dynamically increasing so that the weights for each term are updated when a term \(t_i\) appears in a new document \(d_j\). A similar update is performed for the \(IDF_i\) when a term appears, with respect to the collection of documents.

2) Topic Specific Weight Table (TSWT) Construction: The internal knowledge of the FCA that represents its experience provides enough information for the creation of a Topic Specific Weight Table (TSWT) for a number of seed URLs. The agent takes as input the initial seed URLs, visits them and stores the TF-IDF metrics in the vector-space model. When the number of the initial seed URLs is reached then the creation of

\(^1\)The activity period ends when the FCA reaches the maximum number of relevant URLs (predefined goal) or when it has no further move to make.
the TSWT is performed using the Internal Weight Mechanism. All the terms that have been addressed during the search are sorted based on the normalized weight $W_i$, and the top $k$ words represent the TSWT. An example of a TSWT with size 10 from an execution with query Audi is listed in the following table. The 10 top results of the Web category of Google was used as seed URLs and contributed to the forming of the TSWT table. We can observe that the FCA adapted to the context of the query Audi (Table I).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Keyword</th>
<th>Normalized Weight</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>audi</td>
<td>1.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>hwi</td>
<td>0.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>engine</td>
<td>0.70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>car</td>
<td>0.68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>volkswagen</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>autoblog</td>
<td>0.53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>race</td>
<td>0.45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>quattro</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>union</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>german</td>
<td>0.22</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AN EXAMPLE OF TSWT FOR THE QUERY Audi.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In our effort, the TSWT calculation is performed online i.e. during the search procedure. Moreover, we discriminate two categories of TSWT, namely static and dynamic.

The static category refers to a TSWT with a fixed size (i.e. consisting of a fixed number of keywords). On one hand, if one uses a very small size of TSWT, the representation of the topic will be very poor and on the other hand, if one uses a very big size of TSWT the representation of the topic will be more abstract (since there will be many keywords contributing and it will probably overlap with other topics). Our experiments on the variation of TSWT, showed that the value of 10 (used in [5]) is not optimal.

The dynamic category refers to a TSWT that is dynamically expanded during the search. The dynamic expansion of TSWT is achieved by the addition to the table of a portion of top weighted keywords of the most relevant pages (based on a threshold ranging from 0 to 1) met during the search. Intuitively, the highly relevant pages to a topic that are found during search contribute incrementally to the representation of the topic, thus an even better adaptation to the topic can be achieved comparing to a static TSWT (see Section V).

3) Relevance Calculation: Let $A$ be the document vector (containing the weights of each term) and $B$ the vector which represents the weights in the TSWT or Genre. The relevance calculation is performed using the cosine similarity measure. In the case of Genre the vectors are set by default to the value of 1. Given two vectors of attributes, $A$ and $B$, we denote:

$$\text{Similarity}(A,B) = \cos(\theta) = \frac{A \cdot B}{||A|| \cdot ||B||}$$  (5)

The cosine similarity of vectors $A$ and $B$ will range from 0 to 1, since the term frequencies cannot be negative.

4) Link Score Based on TSWT: When a FCA processes a document it extracts all the URLs contained in it. The Link Score assigns scores to the visited pages during its execution. For each child page $p$ the Link Score based on TSWT is calculated as follows:

$$L_S_T(p) = \text{LinkScore}_T(p) = \text{AnchorRelevanceScore}(p) + \text{UrlRelevanceScore}(p) + \text{CohesiveTextRelevanceScore}(p) + \sum_{i=1}^{n} \text{ParentRelevanceScore}(P_i)$$  (6)

where $p$ is a child page and $P_i$ from 0 to $n$ are the parent pages of $p$. The $\text{AnchorRelevanceScore}$ expresses the similarity between keywords in the TSWT (topic keywords) and anchor text. It is calculated by the following formula:

$$\text{AnchorRelevanceScore}(p) = \frac{\sum_{i \in (A \cap T)}(W_i)}{s}$$  (7)

$A$ is the set of keywords in the anchor metadata, $W_i$ the weight of the keyword $i \in (A \cap T)$, $T$ is the topic keywords and $s$ the size of the TSWT. This measure is a normalized percentage of the words appearing in the anchor metadata with the keywords in the TSWT. The $\text{UrlRelevanceScore}$ expresses the similarity between keywords in the TSWT (topic keywords) and URL keywords, and is calculated as follows:

$$\text{UrlRelevanceScore}(p) = \frac{\sum_{i \in (U \cap T)}(W_i)}{s}$$  (8)

Same as before, $U$ is the set of keywords in the URL, $W_i$ the weight of the keyword $i \in (U \cap T)$, $T$ is the topic keywords and $s$ the size of the TSWT. The $\text{CohesiveTextRelevanceScore}$ is the score of an unvisited page with respect to topics in the sentence its URL appears. For the cohesive-text, one sentence or group of meaningful sentences around the anchor link is extracted. The $\text{CohesiveTextRelevanceScore}$ expresses the similarity between the keywords in the cohesive-text and the TSWT (topic keywords) and is calculated as before:

$$\text{CohesiveTextRelevanceScore}(p) = \frac{\sum_{i \in (C \cap T)}(W_i)}{s}$$  (9)

where $C$ is the set of keywords of the cohesive-text, $W_i$ the weight of the keyword $i \in (C \cap T)$, $T$ is the topic keywords and $s$ the size of the TSWT.

Finally the ParentRelevanceScore is the relevance of a parent $P_i$ of the page $p$ with the TSWT, calculated with cosine similarity of the vector $A$ of the parent page with the vector $B$ of the TSWT.

$$\text{ParentRelevanceScore}(P_i) = \text{Similarity}(A_P, B_{TSWT})$$  (10)

The vectors containing the weights $W_i$ in the $R_t$ space of the parent page and TSWT accordingly. This score expresses the relevance of the parent page with the TSWT.
5) Link Score Based on Genre: It is calculated similarly to the Link Score based on TSWT, but in this case the vector $B$ consists of a predefined set of genre keyword specifications of News, Discussions and Blogs. Since no weights have been calculated for the genre keywords the values for the vector is set to the default value of 1. The formula for the calculation of this score is similar to Equation 9: $LS_G(p) = LinkScore_G(p)$. When there are multiple genres defined then the above link score is calculated for each of them and the maximum score from all these genres is chosen to participate to the final link score.

6) Final Link Score Based on Combined Weights: The final score is composed of the combination of the above mentioned scores with simple summing and with weighted mean summing. The simple summing is calculated by the following formula if we set each of the weights to 1. The weighted mean summing uses the weights $w_T$ and $w_G$ as open parameters that sum up to 1. The formula of the Final Link Score ($FinalLS$) for a given page $p$ is provided below:

$$FinalLS(p) = w_T * LS_T(p) + w_G * LSG(p)$$

where $w_T$ is the weight of the Link Score based on TSWT and the $w_G$ the weight of the Link Score based on Genre. Weight variations for Final Link Score create different Internal Weight Mechanisms for the FCAs.

B. Priority Mechanism

The Priority Mechanism is activated each time the FCA crawls a web page. Initially, it orders the priority stack of the FCA and then, using a predefined range $r$, picks the top $r$ prioritized URLs, forms a request and yields them to the Scheduler with the defined priority accordingly. Before the rooting to the Scheduler the URL is loaded to the locked priority Stack (internal structure of the FCA) where every URL that hasn’t been crawled yet is stored. This stack is used because there is a possibility that the agent meets the same URL before it has been crawled (due to the concurrency of the system). Therefore, before the agent adds or updates a URL in its priority stack, it checks first whether this link is locked or not. The procedure described above can be summarized in the following algorithm.

PRIORITIZE ALGORITHM:

RemoveExpired(PriorityStack)
OrderedPriorityStack = sort(PriorityStack)
TopRUurls = OrderedPriorityStack[:r]
for Url, Priority in TopRUurls do
    Lock(Url)
    del PriorityStack[Url]
    yield Request(Url, Priority)
end for

When a URL is entered to the priority stack by the FCA apart from the priority, a timestamp is assigned to this URL. This timestamp defines a limited time for URL to remain in the priority stack. The Priority Mechanism is responsible for the deletion of the entries of the priority stack that are very old and still remaining to the stack (usually low prioritized URLs). With this method the space of the memory is managed more efficiently, the FCA obtains the ability to forget, it avoids visiting low priority URLs in the future and the removed URLs do not contribute to the weighting scheme.

DELEXPIRED ALGORITHM:

for Url, TimeStamp in PriorityStack do
    if HasExpired(TimeStamp) then
        del PriorityStack[Url]
    end if
    yield Request(url, priority)
end for

IV. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP

Taking into account that our framework is intended to be applied for web document retrieval on the Web, we need an online evaluation methodology that will be able to satisfy this purpose. Moreover, it relies on web search engines to collect the seed URLs for the focused crawling process, thus it was not feasible to evaluate it offline using a fixed dataset. In this section, we describe our evaluation methodology and the evaluation metrics that were used in our experimental study.

A. Evaluation Methodology

In order to evaluate the proposed framework, we performed experiments that produced web page collections for specific queries. A crucial parameter is the number of the collected pages. This is an application-dependent decision since for the same query different users may demand the discovery of a few or a lot web pages. In this study, we used a predefined threshold of pages.

Formally, given a query $q$, a set of general web search engines $S$ and a threshold $t$ of crawled web pages, we initialize our framework and the agents follow their topic-relevant web paths using the initial seed URLs collected from $S$. When the number of crawled web pages becomes equal to $t$ the focused crawling procedure is then terminated.

B. Evaluation Metrics

Regarding the evaluation metrics, we selected the well-known precision metric which is commonly used in the information retrieval domain. The precision estimates the fraction of the retrieved web documents that are relevant and is calculated by the following formula:

$$Precision(q) = \frac{|Relevant_q \cap Retrieved_q|}{|Retrieved_q|}$$

where $Relevant_q$ are the documents that contain the query $q$ and $Retrieved_q$ are the documents that were retrieved for the query $q$. The above metric is used to evaluate the performance of the system for a given execution.

Concerning the measurement of the execution time we simply calculate the time passed from the starting moment of an execution until the agents reach the predefined threshold $t$ of crawled pages.
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this section we evaluate the various aspects of our agent-based focused crawling framework in a realistic web setting. Starting from the most general aspects we demonstrate the efficiency of the system in execution time and the additional exploration of the system compared to a general web search engine. We continue with more specific aspects such as disambiguating the topic, the agent’s behavior on topic adaptation based on TSWT and finally we evaluate the weighting mechanism for genre-based crawling.

In the following experiments, we used the evaluation methodology (see Section IV) for ten subsequent executions and we report the average values of the performance metrics.

A. Concurrent Processing of Requests

Each agent in our framework uses concurrent processing of the requests chosen as next step for the focused crawling procedure. We demonstrate the efficiency of the system regarding the concurrency aspect using a single FCA. For this experiment we used 50 seed URLs from Google for two topic queries \( \text{Audi}, \text{Jaguar} \) and a predefined threshold \( t \) of 150 crawled pages. We varied the number of the concurrent requests from 1 to 12. The averages in precision and execution time are displayed in Fig. 3.

On the left, the average precision remains steady and even increases for query \( \text{Jaguar} \) as the concurrency is increased. On the right, the execution time of the system, as it was expected, is greatly improved when using concurrent requests greater than one. The execution time decreases dramatically as the number of concurrent requests increases. As shown in Fig. 3, the average execution time for 1 request is about 3-4 minutes and it decreases to almost 30 seconds when the concurrent requests become 12.

B. Exploring Beyond the Web Search Engine’s Results

Usually when searching for a topic in a general web search engine, irrelevant pages may appear in the results. In this case, one could manually search inside the results to find more interesting pages or redefine the keywords for their query. The purpose of focused crawling addresses the above problems. Intuitively, the seed URLs will be explored in depth and information that does not appear in the results will be discovered by the FCAs.

In order to confirm this assumption we executed the following experiment. For 10 steps during a run of a predefined threshold \( t \) of 500 crawled web pages, we compared the pages discovered by the FCAs with the top 500 pages from Google results. In the Fig. 4 we can observe the additional exploration made by the agent for the query \( \text{Jaguar} \) taking seed URLs from Google News genre. The left diagram displays the average precision of the agent and the right one displays the additional exploration made compared to Google. About 30% percentage of the common domains with Google results, are further explored in depth by the FCAs, so there is a chance of discovering topic-relevant pages, not displayed for the top \( c \) Google results.

C. Topic Disambiguation

When searching for pages that match an ambiguous topic, it is very likely some seed URLs or some pages crawled so far to be irrelevant with the topic. In this case, the focused crawling procedure may be guided to a irrelevant subspace of the Web regarding the topic and the performance results may considerably decrease. To overcome this problem, FCAs disambiguate the meaning of the topic. Despite the simplicity of the method, the irrelevant pages decrease dramatically when disambiguation is applied. In Fig. 5 on the left, we observe the effect on precision and on the right the increase of irrelevant pages with and without using disambiguation.

As an ambiguous query we used \( \text{Jaguar} \) (car) in a frame of 1000 crawled pages with irrelevant context keywords \{cat, animal, jungle, cheetah, tiger, leopard, football, hat, watches, soccer\}. Without using disambiguation many of the pages
crawled belonged to other contexts (cheetahs, soccer team, etc.). When using disambiguation we achieved crawling pages that mostly belong to our desired context (car).

D. Using Multiple Focused Crawler Agents

Apart from performing focused crawling with a single agent, many agents can be used in order to explore together a set of seed URLs. This means that an additional exploration in each segment of the seed URLs will be made. Doing so, we reduce the search space and each agent focuses on a topic-relevant path which initiates from a segment of seed URLs.

In Fig. 7 on the left, the performance of three different FCAs is displayed (FC1, FC2, FC3) for the query Audi. The seed URLs were collected from three different categories: Web, News and Discussions and were distributed equally to the agents in order to perform a search. On the right, we display the average precision of the three agents compared to the average precision achieved by a single FCA taking as seed URLs the sum of the seed URLs of the other three agents.

The precision of the FC4 agent is higher than the other three agents, mostly because FC4 had larger prior information (seed URLs) and it was guided toward the path of the most relevant URLs. On the other hand the diversity of the explored URLs by FC1, FC2, and FC3 was greater than FC4. In addition, the system achieves great parallelism and it is more computationally efficient by using more than one agents (similarly to the experiment described in Section V-A).

E. Topic Specific Weight Table (TSWT)

The FCAs at the their initial stage try to learn an amount of relevant keywords represented by the TSWT. In the Internal Weight Mechanism the dynamic increase to the TSWT during the search of an agent is supported. The most relevant pages that were visited by the agent contribute their most highly weighted keywords to the TSWT based on a minimum relevance threshold $T_r$.

We compared the performance of static versus dynamic TSWT in various web genres of seed URLs for the query Jaguar (Figure 6). For the static TSWT case, we varied the size of the TSWT from 0 to 1000 using a predefined threshold $t$ of 400 crawled pages. For the dynamic TSWT case, in each experiment, the size of TSWT was set to 100 terms while we varied the relevance threshold $T$ in range $\{0.6, 0.8\}$ and the percentage of terms added to the TSWT from 0% to 80%.

In Fig. 6, we can observe that there is a clear improvement in the precision when using a static TSWT of 50 size for all the web genres. For the Blogs categories though, the precision is affected strongly when varying the size of the TSWT. This sensitivity that appears to the variation of TSWT size is possibly caused by the noise (diverse content) that exists in this specific genre. For the dynamic TSWT with an initial size of 100 terms, an improvement to the precision can be observed for 50% TSWT percentage addition to the 0.6 and 0.8 relevance threshold.

F. Genre-based Crawling

Apart from the weighting of URLs based on TSWT, we examined the weighting of URLs based on the Genre of the web page and also based on the combination of them. The goal is to obtain topic-relevant documents that belong to one or more genres. The genre of a web page can be Blogs, Discussions or News and is defined by a keyword specification representative of each genre. In the following experiment, we study the effect of genre crawling to the performance of the FCAs on the Web (Figure 8). For the experiments a predefined threshold $t$ of 500 crawled pages was used.

In Fig. 8, we display the average precision of the guided search based on individual genres (News, Discussions, Blogs), multiple genres using combined weights with TSWT (0.5 *
exchange of information between the agents. more sophisticated methods for topic disambiguation and the performance of the system.

Specific Weight Table (TSWT) and is able to enhance the dynamic adaptation to the topic that is based on the Topic that usually contain such content which can be exploited for extracting. We proposed a weighting mechanism for handling together topic and genre relevance scores of unvisited web pages for the retrieval of web documents. Using genre-based crawling is particularly useful when there is a requirement for discovering user-generated content (user comments, reviews and discussions). News, Discussions and Blogs are page genres that usually contain such content which can be exploited for further processing. Finally, we introduced an approach for dynamic adaptation to the topic that is based on the Topic Specific Weight Table (TSWT) and is able to enhance the performance of the system.

As future work, we are planning to use this framework for discovering opinions about various topics in the task of opinion mining. In addition, we would like to experiment with more sophisticated methods for topic disambiguation and the exchange of information between the agents.

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

We presented a focused crawling framework composed of utility-based agents that achieves great parallelism and can be applied to a variety of web-oriented applications such as web document retrieval, opinion mining and knowledge extraction. We proposed a weighting mechanism for handling together topic and genre relevance scores of unvisited web pages for the retrieval of web documents. Using genre-based crawling is particularly useful when there is a requirement for discovering user-generated content (user comments, reviews and discussions). News, Discussions and Blogs are page genres that usually contain such content which can be exploited for further processing. Finally, we introduced an approach for dynamic adaptation to the topic that is based on the Topic Specific Weight Table (TSWT) and is able to enhance the performance of the system.

As future work, we are planning to use this framework for discovering opinions about various topics in the task of opinion mining. In addition, we would like to experiment with more sophisticated methods for topic disambiguation and the exchange of information between the agents.
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